THE LAW OF EDIFICATION,	zn
inveterate habit of language indicates the intimate asso-
ciation which forms itself in every mind between the two
notions of a corporation and an edifice. No one can
speak long in impassioned or rhetorical style about any
society whatever without introducing metaphors drawn
from architecture. The Christian writers (oil immediately
into the practice, and in doing so followed the example of
Christ who said, 'Upon this rock will I build my church.'
In this style of language, then, as (he Church is a building,
so each member of it is a stone, and the prosperity of tho
Church is expressed by the orderly arrangement mid secure
cementing of the stones. It follows that the labour of
making men Christians and inspiring them with the En-
thusiasm of Humanity is nothing else but the, arrangement
and cement ing of the stones. In other words, it is ItniM'my.
This then was the name which the Christians adopted.
4Let everything be done,' pays St. Paul, 'with a view to
buihlimj" Tho phrase has been adopted into modern
languages, yet in such a way as to destroy all its force.
Instead of being translated, it has been directly transferred
from the ecclesiastical Latin of the first centuries in tho
form otc'fijleatfan. The Christian law, then, which we tire
now discussing may be called tho Law of Edification.
This second Christian obligation—the obligation, as tho
smno Apostle expresses it, to 'provoke others to love1—is
as much greater than the obligation of philanthropy as it is
abettor thing for a man to be good than to be prosperous.
And in till cases of conflict between the two obligations
tho greater of course suspends the less.    Christianity there-
fore is not identical with philanthropy, nordoc* it always
dictate the course of action which may directly i^ue in
happiness and prosperity for others.    It regard^ temporal
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